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We are delighted to present to you the winter
edition of our Engadin magazine. It portrays
the many facets of the wide expanses and
uplifting horizons for which the Engadin is so
famous. In this edition, we reveal how the
view from Muottas Muragl of the lake-strewn
valley has long cast a spell on artists, how
innovative entrepreneurs are producing a
world-class product high on the Corvatsch,
and how the vast fields of powder snow in
the Engadin inspired freestyle skiing. No
wonder the finest exponents keep returning
here to the birthplace of their sport – for
example, for the Freestyle Ski and Snowboard
World Championships 2025.
We wish you happy reading and look forward
to welcoming you here soon!

Julier Pass

The people of the Engadin
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Picture-perfect: Lake Sils is the
largest of the Engadin lakes.

Photo: Mathias Glarner

Twists and turns: the Maloja Pass links
the Engadin with the Val Bregaglia.

Photo: Roberto Moiola / Sysaworld
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Other-worldly: the surface of the Lago
Bianco freezes over the course of winter.

Photo: Patrik Walde

Photo: Federico Sette

Awe-inspiring: the Piz Trovat
offers a thrilling experience of
mountain wilderness.
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Vastezza

Open horizons of the high valley
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Augmented reality experience
For 60 years, the ibex up on the
Piz Nair stood immobile on its high
rock. But now it is coming to life –
thanks to digitalisation. mountains.ch

Introduction
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Mighty ice
During an ice age 10,000 years ago, a vast river
of ice carved its way through the region, giving
the Engadin valley its approximate current form.

What space!

← The Upper Engadin extends for
about 50 kilometres from Maloja
to S-chanf. While this high valley
is framed by towering peaks, the
exceptionally wide valley floor creates
an uplifting sense of spaciousness.
Muottas Muragl: magical
Samedan – Few views can be as
breathtaking as those from Muottas
Muragl, accessible to all by funicular:
you feel as if the whole valley lies
at your feet.

Photo right: KMU Fotografie

engadin.ch/muottas-muragl/en

Panoramic snowshoe walk
The easy walk along the Corvatsch Lake Trail reveals breathtaking and ever-changing
views over the valley and its string of frozen, snow-covered lakes.
engadin.ch/snowshoeing

Two lake basins
Over time, glacial action sculpted two basins in
the valley floor: the precursors of a single long
Upper Engadin lake and of Lake St. Moritz.

←

Decisive encounter
A collision between the African and Eurasian
continental plates led to the creation
of the Engadin valley 35 million years ago.

Captivating lake region
The vast expanses of the Engadin valley as
far as the eye can see, framed on either side
by towering mountains: anyone who walks
or cross-country skis across the frozen large
Engadin lakes will be bewitched by the views
in all directions.
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Retreat
As the ice age ended, this glacier gradually
began to melt. However, isolated masses
of ice remained for a time in the two basins.

One becomes three
While this ice, too, steadily melted, mountain rivers
carried rock debris down into the valley. This piled
up and divided the Upper Engadin lake into three parts.

Unique landscape
Today the four Upper Engadin lakes, sparkling like a
string of gems, appear on Switzerland’s list of
nationally important landscapes and natural monuments.

The world in the Engadin

Top 5: winter bucket list

St.Moritz – Alfred Hitchcock, Friedrich

Five things you simply have to

Nietzsche, Farah Diba (the last empress

experience in the Engadin winter:

of Persia) and various British royals have
all visited the Engadin. Some came for
the peace and quiet, others for the glamour

Watch the freestyle wizards

and of course the skiing. These included

in the snowpark.

John Lennon (pictured), who spent a

Page 22

10-day holiday in St. Moritz in the winter
of 1965 with his first wife, Cynthia Powell

Visit the whisky distillery

Lennon, along with the Beatles’ music

on the Corvatsch.

producer, George Martin, and his wife, Judy.

Page 38

  i

Toboggan from Alp Es-cha

Photo right: Alamy Stock Photo, Mirrorpix

Even more celebrities
Many famous names appear in the guest book
of the Waldhaus hotel in Sils. waldhaus-sils.ch

Dadour to Madulain.
Page 70

A winter walk that promises a natural high
The easy walk from Chantarella across the Salastrains plateau to the stylish
El Paradiso mountain restaurant rewards visitors with glorious views.
engadin.ch/winter-hiking

Enjoy a bird’s-eye view
of the landscape.
Page 86

Cross-country ski on “Firn” snow
at the Bernina Pass in spring.
Page 102

Freestyle
“People weren’t made to fly,
that’s why we make kickers.”
WAR R E N M I L L E R ( 1 9 2 4 – 2 0 1 8 ) , U S
SKI AND SNOWBOARDING FILM-MAKER

Photo: Willy Bogner Movie
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Giant jumps
The Engadin is a leading freestyle destination, with two snowparks that offer worldclass training opportunities. However, winter sports enthusiasts were performing
daredevil jumps and wild tricks in the region long before the snowparks opened.
1985

The film-maker Willy Bogner shoots scenes for his action
ski film “Fire & Ice” in the Engadin. The movie also features
Nick and Sabrina Nussbaum as stunt doubles.

1986

Hangloose Engadin, Switzerland’s oldest snowboard club,
is founded. The same year, the first Swiss snowboard
championships take place in the Engadin.

1987

The first snowboard world championships held in Europe
take place on the Corviglia.

1994

Reto Lamm wins the first edition of the iconic Air & Style
festival in Innsbruck in front of more than 5,000 spectators.
He is from a well-known Engadin sporting family. A year
later, he wins the halfpipe World Cup.

21

1995 to
2002

One of the first professional halfpipes is created anew each winter
up on the Corviglia. The required shaping machine is imported
specially from the USA.

2006

The RLZ regional training group incorporates freestyle in its
programme and so begins ongoing support of young, up-andcoming freestyle talent in the Engadin.

2012

The FIS Freeski World Cup circus comes to the snowpark on the
Corvatsch for the first time. Since then, this has been one of the
key events in the World Cup calendar for slopestyle freeskiers,
held at the end of March each year.

2019

17-year-old Nalu Nussbaum, son of Nick and Sabrina, takes part
in the FIS Freeski World Cup on the Corvatsch.

2021

The International Ski Federation (FIS) appoints the Engadin to host
the FIS Freestyle Ski and Snowboard World Championships 2025.

22
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Plenty of room for wild tricks:
the Corvatsch snowpark
attracts the freestyle elite.
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A family of
high-flyers

Nalu Nussbaum is one of the up-and-coming
stars of Switzerland’s freestyle ski community.
His parents were part of the scene when the
sport was born in the 1970s.
Text D A N I E L S C H A LT E G G E R
Photographs F I L I P Z U A N & F A B I A N G A T T L E N

A

yellowing photo hangs on the wall of Nalu Nusbaum’s
bedroom. It shows his father, Nick, who back in the
1970s was one of the earliest freeskiers in the Engadin, performing a daredevil front flip over the bar of the Alpina
mountain hut on the Corviglia. Surrounded by this spirit,
Nalu grew up to become a talented freeskier himself.
As two of the founders of the Engadin’s freestyle scene, Nalu’s
parents had the chance to stand in as stunt doubles countless
times when they were younger, often for productions by the
film-maker Willy Bogner. “Already back then, in the lateseventies and eighties, we filmed 360s and backflips without
GoPros or drones,” Nick recalls.
Keep reading on page 28 →
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“To this day, if I see
a kicker, I can't resist
jumping off it.””
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Nick was born in Ticino, and has been a ski instructor, body and soul, at Suvretta
Snowsports for 40 years. To create action sequences for Willy Bogner’s film
productions, Nick and the film-maker would make giant kickers by hand using
shovels. To this day, if Nick sees a kicker, he cannot resist jumping off it.

25

“Sport is
my life.”

Nalu, whose name means “Wave” in Hawaiian, was born in 2001 and grew up in the
Engadin and Ticino. He attended the Swiss Olympic school in Tenero, and is a
member of the Swiss Ski athlete pool. He describes himself as a dreamer and thinks
the answer to the question about his free time is obvious: “Sport is my life.”

26
Nalu Nussbaum in action:
the talented freeskier sets
his sights high.
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Freeski made simple
Whatever snowboarders can do, skiers can do, too:
the spectacular sport of freeskiing is effectively the
equivalent on two skis of freestyle snowboarding.
Both sports feature the same competition disciplines: Slopestyle, Big Air and Halfpipe. In Slopestyle,
athletes ski or snowboard down a course made up
of kickers (for jumps) and slide features such as
rails and boxes. In Big Air the riders do just one jump,
but they may fly up to 25 metres through the air
and up to seven metres above the snow. In Halfpipe,
they once again display a variety of tricks, jumping
up to five metres above the lip of the halfpipe. In

Freestyle

all three disciplines, a jury evaluates performance.
Important criteria include the height of jumps,
difficulty and quality of execution.

Photo: Fabian Gattlen
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Instead, scenes in terrain that was difficult to access were
filmed from a helicopter or on skis specially developed by
Bogner. These had curved-up tips and tails that allowed the
cameraman to ski backwards and film the skiers in action
at the same time. This was no easy task: the cameras were
bulky, weighed about 16 kilos, and scenes were shot on
the steepest slopes and on glaciers riddled with crevasses.
The films made back then now enjoy cult status, such as
“Fire and Ice” and the James Bond movies “The Spy Who
Loved Me” and “A View to a Kill”: classics that Nalu grew
up with.

Professionalisation of the sport
Freestyle

“I passed on my passion and respect for my beloved sport and
for nature to Nalu from a young age, and to see him jump
and fly through the air today – all that makes me proud and
happy,” Nick says. But he adds: “Of course I also fear for him.

The risks that kids face today are enormous. The triple and
quadruple flips, sometimes with four or more twists – we
never even dreamt of that.” Nick’s respect conceals a hint of
regret about the wacky tricks that the new generation can
do. “I wish we had the same opportunities back then to
discover new things. There was no Instagram, no YouTube.
When anyone brought a magazine back from the USA, it
got read avidly until all the pages had fallen out. The inspiration came mostly from inside.” The professionalisation of
the sport is also obvious in the Nussbaum family: already by
the time Nalu was 10, his father had little more to teach him
in terms of jumps and tricks. However, that never stopped
the pair from pursuing their passion for their sport together.
  i
And… action!
See the video version of this story.
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In freeskiing, the son has the
upper hand; in other disciplines,
it’s a close struggle.
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Skiing for all
From piste to snowpark

The Corviglia snowpark is a
thrilling freestyle playground
with spectacular views.
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Halfpipe

Rails

Kicker

Freestyle vocab

Snow-Deal

Twin-tip skis

Book early for the best deals!
Thanks to the Upper Engadin lift
company’s dynamic pricing system,
visitors who book early can enjoy
an attractive discount on their ski pass.

These skis are made for tricks: both ends
of the skis are curved upwards, enabling
the rider to land and ski backwards.
Shredding

snow-deal.ch/en

Ride, ride, ride until the skis are almost
ripped to splinters!
Grabs
In a grab, riders grab their skis or snowboard

School for snow acrobats

during a jump. There are many different

Photo above: Alessandro Belluscio

St. Moritz – Anyone who is inspired by the breathtaking antics of the
freestyle experts in the Engadin snowparks can enjoy a taste of the
excitement themselves with the Fresk Freestyle Academy. Professional
instructors help skiers and snowboarders to perfect cool tricks, sure
to impress. fresk.ch

kinds of grabs.
Airbag jump
A giant airbag allows even hazardous jumps
without the risk of broken bones.

Sleep + Ski
Stay at least one night in the Engadin and enjoy even better value! With the
“Sleep + Ski” deal, simply book a break at any participating accommodation and you can
buy a ski pass for CHF 45 per person, per day, for your whole stay. engadin.ch/en/sleep-ski

Start young!
Zuoz – At the small and friendly snowpark in
Zuoz, future freestyle wizards learn their first
moves on the cool kickers, rails and obstacles –
and also get to ride the imaginative Gian Plaiv
Fun Slope. engadin.ch/for-families
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Freestyle

St. Moritz – Dressed in a bright yellow ski suit, James Bond
hurtles down a slope on the Piz Bernina, pursued by a group
of villains: he skims between glacier crevasses, jumps from
natural kickers and glides through the crisp Engadin air.
This short sequence from the film “The Spy Who Loved Me”

(1977) took three weeks of work by the film crew on the glaciers
around the Piz Bernina, in extremely low temperatures and
at times under heavy snowfall. The footage was filmed by Willy
Bogner Jr. Roger Moore, who played Bond in the film, was
never on the Piz Bernina himself: a stuntman stood in for him.

Photo: AF archive / Alamy Stock Photo
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James Bond in the Engadin
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Fun runs to suit every taste
1 In a world of glaciers
Diavolezza/Lagalb – The large ski area boasts two
superlatives: the longest secured glacier run in
Switzerland and the steepest piste in the whole canton.

engadin.ch/glacier-run
2 Freeride paradise
Corvatsch – Alongside sensational runs on- and
off-piste, including the famous Hahnensee,
attractions include one of the Alps’ largest snowparks.

engadin.ch/slopes
3 Beginner-friendly
Surlej – Novices enjoy the easiest conditions by the
Cristins children’s ski lift. engadin.ch/small-ski-resorts

5 For budding racers
Languard – The small ski area with gentle lifts and
Snowli Kids Village is ideal for families and beginners,
who can enjoy their first experience of winter sports
on the easy piste. Every Thursday, children’s ski races
take place. engadin.ch/small-ski-resorts

8 For families
Zuoz – In the large children’s ski area, youngsters hone
their skills, experienced skiers and snowboarders enjoy
the immaculately prepared pistes, and all who enjoy a
little speed can glide down the race run with automatic
speed timer. engadin.ch/for-families

6 Pistes for kids
Samedan – A long magic carpet, a fun park and
practice terrain full of variety make this small ski
area especially attractive for families and for ski
and snowboard schools. engadin.ch/small-ski-resorts

9 For novices
S-chanf – The beginner’s lift and easy slope are ideal
for all who are enjoying their first experience on
skis or on a snowboard. engadin.ch/small-ski-resorts
10 Tricky runs
Aela – This small ski area near Maloja offers two
challenging pistes for experienced skiers and
snowboarders and, a little further up the valley,
a practice slope for beginners.

7

White playground
La Punt – A children’s snow zone, magic carpet, play
area and two child-friendly runs promise endless
ski fun for youngsters. engadin.ch/small-ski-resorts

4 Classic action
Corviglia – St. Moritz and Celerina’s local mountain
offers snow sports enthusiasts 36 runs of all levels
of difficulty. engadin.ch/slopes

engadin.ch/small-ski-resorts
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Culinaria
“Whisky is liquid sunshine.”
G EO R G E B E R NAR D S H AW ( 1 8 5 6 – 1 9 5 0 ) ,
I R I S H P L AY W R I G H T A N D K E E N W H I S K Y D R I N K E R
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St Moritz’s Hotel Waldhaus am See is home to the world’s biggest whisky bar.

Photo: Olaf Protze / Alamy Stock Photo

The angel’s share
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Adventure in a glass: Few drinks evoke
the same passion as whisky. It stands
for adventure and decadence, for open
fires, antique leather armchairs and
wild landscapes. One enthusiast, Claudio Bernasconi, has created a fitting
temple to this fascinating drink in the
form of the Devil’s Place whisky bar
at the Hotel Waldhaus am See: more
than 2,500 different whisky bottles
adorn the walls. The bar’s name reflects
the fact that the Church long demonised the spirits. Nonetheless, it is
believed that Irish monks were the
inventors of whisky.
Record: Today, Bernasconi has the
world’s largest whisky collection,
but his connection to the drink was
initially a purely practical one.
When he was 20, he travelled through

India and acquired the habit of brushing his teeth with whisky rather
than tap water for the sake of hygiene.
In time, he learned to appreciate the
taste and eventually gained a passion
that has gripped him to this day.
For the angels: In 2003, a cherished
dream came true for Bernasconi:
using a mobile still, he distilled his own
whisky in the car park of the Hotel
Waldhaus am See. During the maturing
process, he noticed that an exceptionally high proportion of the whisky
evaporated. The loss of a certain “angel’s
share” is normal, but it seems that
thanks to the dry mountain air, the angels
were able to enjoy particularly generous
rations. The angels must be all the
happier above the Corvatsch, where the
world’s highest distillery is located.

Distillery with a view: Orma Swiss Whisky
is distilled high up on the Corvatsch.

High spirits up
on the Corvatsch
At 3,303 metres above sea level, where the air is thin and
dry, the spirit of the Engadin is captured and bottled.
Text M A R T I N H O C H
Photographs F I L I P Z U A N
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Culinaria

he soul of whisky is alive in our
land,” Rinaldo Willy declares proudly.
Whisky is so much more than just a
drink, according to this native of the Engadin. Ancient, mystical and romantic
symbols also play an important role for
whisky enthusiasts: wild landscapes,
melancholic wisps of mist, the fragrant
scent of a forest... In Switzerland, and
particularly in the Engadin, drinkers
find these symbols in the mighty glaciers
and towering cliffs, the crystal-clear
lakes and thick forests. “Our land was
destined to become a great whisky nation,” says Rinaldo, who started distilling
whisky a good decade ago with fellow
enthusiast Pascal Mittner. And he sees

certain parallels with the whisky nation
of Scotland: “We have a certain reputation here in Graubünden,” he says.
“We can be as narrow-minded or as outward-looking as the Scots; they could
almost be our brothers.” Whatever the
similarities, though, it is unlikely that
in Scotland anyone travels to a distillery
by cable car.
“All aboard,” says the guard in the
Corvatsch cable car. The door closes.
Soon after, a magnificent view opens
up over the larch forests and the
lake-strewn valley floor of the Upper
Engadin. For most of the passengers
in the cable car, the ride up the moun-

tain is the start of an exciting day’s
outing; for Rinaldo Willy and Pascal
Mittner, however, this is just their
journey to work. They make their
whisky, called Orma Swiss Whisky,
high up on the Corvatsch, at 3,303
metres above sea level. For some years
they had been storing whisky barrels
here to mature, but one day they came
up with the bold idea to distil the
whisky up on the mountain, too. The
backdrop could barely be more spectacular, and the distillery’s unusual
location has practical advantages, too:
“Since we can cool the facility with
fresh mountain air, we save a fair bit of
money and energy,” Rinaldo says.
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Switzerland distils again
The basis for the enthusiasts’ project was
a new decree signed on 12 May 1999
by the President of the Swiss Confederation at the time, Ruth Dreyfuss,
and the Federal Chancellor, François
Couchepin: the Ordinance on Alcohol
and Home Distillery Law. Up until
then, it was illegal in Switzerland to
distil whisky or other spirits from staple
foods such as cereals or potatoes. The
reason was to prevent alcohol abuse
during the two World Wars, and also
to protect valuable foodstuffs. The new
law gave distillers throughout
Switzerland the green light to begin
production.

“We have a certain reputation here in
Graubünden, we can be as narrowminded or as outward-looking as the
Scots; they could almost be our brothers.”
R I N A L D O W I L LY A N D P A S C A L M I T T N E R

Quality control: the two whisky
distillers personally ensure
the quality of their product.

43

Gem: inside the still, high-quality ingredients create whisky full of character.

44
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Friendship, esteem and time
Rinaldo and Pascal’s place of work,
their product and ambitions are
unusual enough; so too was the
manner in which they got to know
one another. They met during a
decisive period in their lives: both
were fighting cancer. Pascal says
in retrospect: “That changed our
attitude to life, and especially the way
we deal with our fellow humans.”
To this day, they cherish three things:
friendship, esteem and time. Time,
because you cannot buy it with
money. And because it is limited: no
one knows how much they have,
says Rinaldo. “When you have cancer,

you realise that you have to live in
the present and not the future,” he
says. So today, every one of their
whisky bottles carries the following
words in flowing script: “The soul
knows no time, but time gives the
soul priceless moments.” Moments
that are all the more precious when
they are shared with special people.
Time has another particular significance in the lives of the whisky
distillers. Anyone who undertakes to
produce whisky at top international
level has to be patient. A good
whisky, before it can be enjoyed,
needs to mature in a wooden barrel –

for anything from six to twenty years.
Pascal explains: “What we are setting
up here is the foundations for another
generation.” They also invested a
great deal of time in developing their
whisky’s character. “We did not
want to copy Scottish whiskies at all,”
says Rinaldo. Unlike Scottish
distillers, they do not use sherry or
bourbon barrels for maturing their
spirits; instead, they make use of what
is available locally. Pascal says: “We
have outstanding wine regions both
to the north and the south – the
Bündner Herrschaft, for example, and
the Valtellina.” Here they order the
wooden barrels in which their whisky

45

This whisky embodies friendship, esteem, patience and the spirit of the mountains.
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“The soul knows no time,
but time gives the
soul priceless moments.”
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can develop different flavours – of
dried fruit, tea, coffee, cocoa and
light vanilla notes. The barrels are
stored in the cellars of castles and
historical town buildings, in old barns,
in abandoned military bunkers –
and on a spectacular mountain summit, high up, where the air is thin
and dry. Every location gives the
whisky its own special character.
Whisky matured up on the Corvatsch
is already on sale; from Christmas
2023, enthusiasts will also be able to
buy whisky that was distilled here,
too. While Pascal and Rinaldo aim to
keep the entire production in the
region, they are keen to conquer the

Asian market. “People in Asia value
high-quality spirits,” says Rinaldo,
“plus Swissness also counts for a lot.”
Going with the flow
The sun is setting, and the last rays of
sunshine are lighting up the alpine
peaks. The clock strikes five. Time for
the cable car to make its last trip
down the mountain. Which gives rise
to a thought: what happens if, at
the end of a day’s work, the pair of
whisky enthusiasts miss the last cable
car, or if stormy weather stops it
running altogether? That does
happen now and again, says Rinaldo.
They have a place they can sleep

up here and an emergency supply of
ravioli. “We are in the mountains,
nature plays the leading role here.”
You could get worked up about the
weather or just accept the inevitable
and make the best of it. And what
could be better at such a moment
than to sit down, enjoy a good
conversation – and a fine whisky.

Excursion idea
On days when Rinaldo Willy and Pascal Mittner
distil whisky up on the Corvatsch, they open
the tasting room to visitors. For dates of guided
tours and tastings, see: ormawhisky.ch
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The eternal eight
To appreciate the time the two whisky distillers have put into the concept of their product and its
packaging, take a good look. A fascinating story unfolds…

1 Take the logo, for
example, which shows two
ibex. The pair symbolise the
friendship of the company’s
founders. Visually, they
form a figure 8: a lucky
number in Asia..
2 The base of the bottle

1

echoes this: it measures exactly

6

4

eight centimetres in diameter.

5

3 The alcohol content in

the standard bottling of
Orma whisky is 44%.
4 The cursive script,

meanwhile, makes
refence to time. “Orma is
a Romansh word that
means soul, which is what
aficionados find in our bottles,”
Pascal Mittner says. He and
Rinaldo Willy do all the work

3

2

themselves; they do not
have any employees.
“That means the bottles
contain not just our soul
but also our personal
time.” The letter R suggests
the hand of a watch, while
the M and A form the Roman
numerals three and five, as they
would appear on a watch face.
5 When the bottle is

turned upside down, the
letters M and A together
form the Roman
numeral for eight –
so the idea comes
full circle.
6 If you now pour
yourself a whisky, the
logo on the inclined
bottle reveals a figure eight
on its side: the symbol
of infinity.
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Viva!

Celebrating in style
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Seventh heaven for gin lovers
Culinaria

Pontresina – The list of gins served at the Hotel Saratz
features no fewer than 100 varieties from all over the world.
How about “Gold 999.9” from Alsace or “Journeyman” from
the USA — or perhaps a local speciality? The hotel’s own

“Mountain Ash London Dry Gin” provides a fitting
crown for the Saratz’s selection: the spirits gain their
special flavour from the mountain ash berries
that grow in the hotel’s extensive grounds. saratz.ch
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Swiss stone pine brandy
The beautiful forests of Swiss stone pine in
the Engadin mountains also offer a treat
for the taste buds: the tree’s succulent cones
are used to make a special brandy in Sils.

Bars to suit every taste
Visitors need not look far for their ideal
spot in the region to relax over a leisurely
drink. engadin.ch/nightlife

Iva
“Iva” is the Romansh name for the musk
yarrow, an alpine plant that grows at
altitudes of up to 2,300 m. People of the
Engadin have been making a clear,
bittersweet herbal liqueur from its flowers
since about the 18th Century.

Scent of coffee in the alpine air
Zuoz – Cafè Badilatti has been roasting exquisite coffee 1,700
metres above sea level in the valley for generations. At this
high altitude, the roasting process gives the coffee a special
flavour that delights enthusiasts worldwide. cafe-badilatti.ch

Walther Bar in Pontresina →
Surrounded by works of art, guests enjoy
live piano music, an attractive choice of
drinks and fine cigars.
Püf in Silvaplana
“Püf ” is Romansh for “night owl” – the
perfect name for this popular nightspot
with a cosy ambience and cool vibe.
Hotel Margna bar in Sils
Subtle melodies on the piano and a
seemingly endless wine list in your hand:
the ingredients for a stylish evening.
Dorta bar in Zuoz
With its wood-panelled walls and
mighty beams on the ceiling, this bar
is cosy, authentic – and irresistible.

Classic cocktail in the Val Bever
The Hugo is the signature drink at the Gasthaus Spinas hotel and restaurant in the
Val Bever for good reason: the proprietor invented this highly popular cocktail.
He insists on one thing: not a single drop of elderflower syrup goes into his Hugos.
The original is mixed with another secret ingredient … spinasbever.ch

“Return from the forest”, 1890.
Federal Art Collection, Swiss Federal Office of Culture, Bern, Kunstmuseum Bern, Photo: Peter Lauri

Cultura
“I want to see my mountains!”
L A S T W O R D S O F G I O VA N N I S E G A N T I N I ( 1 8 5 8 – 1 8 9 9 ) .
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Under nature’s spell
Captivating beauty: With its profound separation from her in 1896. Up to
that point, his life had been following
tranquillity and uplifting expanses,
another course: he had studied medithe Engadin casts a spell on all who
cine, worked in a London hospital, and
contemplate it. Certain painters have
since 1892 had been head doctor at
fallen in love with this high valley
the Heilquellen-Gesellschaft (“Mineral
so much that they would linger outSprings Company”) in St. Moritz-Bad.
doors in freezing temperatures to
capture its spirit on canvas. Peter Robert After he became engaged, he gave up
this position and left the Engadin,
Berry, for example, would crouch with
only to return a year later with a broken
his easel behind a wooden screen to
heart. He now sought solace in the
paint in defiance of wind and weather.
valley’s mountain scenery: he was so
captivated by its beauty that he took
Suffering creates art: The fact that
up painting for the first time. He
this native of St. Moritz found his way
felt he was driven by an “irresistible
to art at all is thanks to his American
urge” to paint the “symphonies of
fiancée Kitty Spalding – or rather, his
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colour” of the Engadin mountains, as
he wrote to his good friend Giovanni
Giacometti in 1898. Hence his great
wish: to learn oil painting with Giaco
metti’s help. The latter was himself
engrossed in immortalising the magic
of the Engadin in oil paintings: he
was in the process of finishing his fivemetre-long work “Panorama from
Muottas Muragl”.

He created famous oil paintings here
such as “Lake Silvaplana in autumn”
as well as “Lake Champfèr”, which
would one day be auctioned for more
than 2 million francs. Berry himself
would never acquire such fame – yet he
did manage to make a name for himself
as a painter, and today a whole museum
in St. Moritz is devoted to his work.

Model: Berry’s journey from doctor
to artist features another distinguished
Distinguished support: Giacometti
obligingly supported Peter Robert Berry, name alongside those of Giacometti
who soon gave up his career as a doctor and Hodler: Giovanni Segantini, the
master of Engadin landscape painting.
to devote himself entirely to painting.
He was Giacometti’s friend and mentor,
He was encouraged to take this step
and his work was one of Berry’s most
by none other than Ferdinand Hodler,
important sources of inspiration. It
probably the best-known Swiss painter
was in the Engadin, too, that Segantini
of the 19th Century. The Bernese artist
created his great masterpiece: “Life –
was himself familiar with the Engadin
Nature – Death”.
landscapes as a source of inspiration.
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When heaven
and earth meet
The landscape painter Giovanni Segantini spent his final years in Maloja.
He was creating his most important work here right up until he died.
Text B A R B A R A L I E B S T E R
E N G A D I N Magazine W I N T E R
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Cultura

hen Giovanni Segantini started work on his
“Alpine Triptych”, the artist was at the height
of his fame. His ambitious plan to create a vast panorama of the Engadin for the 1900 Paris Exposition to
be displayed in a large specially constructed pavilion
failed for financial reasons. However, he refused to
be put off the idea of sharing his enthusiasm for the
Alps with the world. Segantini reduced his planned
“Alpine Symphony” to seven sections and worked simultaneously on three pictures: “La vita”, “La natura”
and “La morte”. This “Trittico della natura” would
become his legacy, because a ruptured appendix and
consequent peritonitis cut short the life of the 41year-old artist as he worked on “La natura” high up

on the Schafberg above Pontresina. The “Alpine
Symphony”, then, remains an unfinished work – albeit
a vast and uniquely poignant one.
Bereavement and solitude
Giovanni Segantini was born in 1858 in Arco in the
Trentino region, which at the time formed part of the
County of Tyrol in the Austrian Empire. His chilhood
was dominated by poverty, bereavement and loneliness. Soon after Giovanni’s birth, his elder brother
died in a fire. His father was constantly away in search
of work; the boy lived alone with his mother, who
suffered from increasingly poor health until she died
prematurely. His alcoholic father could not cope and
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Photo: incamerastock / Alamy Stock Photo

took him to Milan to Irene, his daughter from a previous marriage. Giovanni’s half-sister lived in precarious
conditions herself, and did not welcome the boy’s
arrival. At the age of eight, then, he was an orphan in
a wretched situation. Neglected and hungry, he spent
his days alone in Irene’s home or roaming around
the city. When he ran away, the police seized him and
he ended up in a community home. Here, the illiterate
12-year-old learned basic reading and writing skills.
Later he worked for a decorative painter, attended
painting courses, improved his skills in portraiture as
he painted corpses in a hospital, and finally studied
painting at the Accademia di Belle Arti di Brera.
A new chapter opened for Segantini at the academy.
He became friends with the furniture-maker Carlo
Bugatti, whose sister Luigia, known as Bice, became
Segantini’s lifelong partner. Segantini struggled against
the strict academic constraints imposed, but his exceptional talent drew attention. His painting of “Il coro
di San Antonio”, in which he flooded a gloomy church
interior with light, caused a sensation. He became
acquainted with the art dealer and critic Vittore Grubicy
de Dragon, who sold the work to Milan’s Fine Arts
Keep reading on page 62 →

Self-portrait by Giovanni Segantini, 1893.

Picture: Gottfried Keller Foundation, Swiss Federal Office of Culture, Bern, Segantini Museum, St. Moritz, photo: Stephan Schenk, Lüen
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La vita
In the three large-format scenes that make up the
“Alpine Triptych”, the Alps appear as a bare, primaeval
landscape of boundless expanses flooded with light,
permeated by the artist’s longing for harmony. “La
vita” (“Life”) shows the view from Soglio of the Sciora
massif and the Bondasca Glacier. Segantini bathes
the snow-covered mountain peaks in a glowing
evening light. In the foreground, in the shade, human
life follows its natural course; the figures’ colours
blend with those of nature, to whose laws the people
submit. Embodying this idyll at the far left of the
picture is a mother with child, suggesting the Virgin
Mary. Like the tree under which she sits, she is
grounded, protective and in harmony with herself.

E N G A D I N Magazine W I N T E R
Cultura

La natura
Segantini is known as a uniquely gifted painter of the
high mountains and of light. He painted from nature,
but he shaped the landscape to express his vision of a
pristine and peaceful world. In “La natura” (“Nature”),
he depicted the evening light as a golden halo, its rays
falling softly on the landscape. The view is from the
Schafberg; the horizon is set low, with the lakes and
St. Moritz down in the valley deliberately placed
higher than in real life. The earth opens itself up to
the sky and the last glow of daylight, while the dark
silhouette of the mountains shows that night will soon
fall. A man and a woman head humbly home with
their cattle.

Picture: Gottfried Keller Foundation, Swiss Federal Office of Culture, Bern, Segantini Museum, St. Moritz, photo: Stephan Schenk, Lüen
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La morte
In “La morte” (“Death”), the landscape once again
plays the leading role, its wide expanses a trans
cendental metaphor for transformation. Segantini said
that the image represents the “apparent death of all
things”. All life seems to be buried under the blanket
of snow or frozen in the coldness of the early morning.
A few mourners weep as a corpse is carried out of
the house. However, the fence and the waiting horse
point towards the horizon, where the peaks of the
Val Bregaglia are already shining in the light of the
sun’s first rays. A bright cloud draws the eye heavenwards: a mysterious celestial apparition that seems
to offer consolation.

Picture: Gottfried Keller Foundation, Swiss Federal Office of Culture, Bern, Segantini Museum, St. Moritz, photo: Stephan Schenk, Lüen
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Society and who soon became one of the most trusted
people in the painter’s life.Segantini would later write
that when he was young – without family, home or
love – he felt abandoned like a leprous dog. In such a
situation he could do no other than become wild and
rebel against all rules. Those sad years and the contradictions that grew from them accompanied him all
his life: his rebellion against any kind of subjugation,
his unnegotiable urge for freedom, his restlessness
and passion, his glorification of the simple life. At the
same time they fed his craving for recognition and
his bourgeois bearing, his longing for mother, for a
sense of belonging and security.

Cultura

Stateless citizens in Graubünden
For reasons that remain unknown, Irene had her
half-brother’s Austrian citizenship revoked, yet

failed to apply for Italian citizenship for him.
Segantini would remain a “stateless citizen” all his
life, without the right to get married or travel
unhindered. Even when he and Bice already had a
family with four children, they could not marry.
In 1881, they left city life for good. In the hills of
the Brianza region, by the Lago di Pusiano, Segantini
began to develop his own artistic style. For him,
painting was an expression of all feelings: love, pain
and sorrow. Nature became a liberating space in
which his talent could flourish. After financial
difficulties led the family to move to Graubünden,
he became increasingly fascinated by the mountain world. In Savognin and later in Maloja, he
developed his own highly personal form of realistic
symbolism.

Photo: Foto Flury, Pontresina
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The soft glow of eternity
In his remote alpine refuge, Segantini relied on
intermediaries such as his mentor Grubicy,
who obtained commissions for him and kept him
informed about the latest developments in the
art world. On Grubicy’s encouragement, Segantini
began to explore the painting style of divisionism,
based on optical theory. By applying fine and
contrasting strokes of unmixed pigment, the artist
was able to achieve brilliant effects in terms of
light and colour. In the “Alpine Triptych”, Segantini’s masterly choice and juxtaposition of pigments
produces an oscillating fabric of colour. At the
same time, the tranquillity in these pictures suggests the transience of human life, while the
glowing light in the stillness becomes a symbol of
eternity.

The Segantini Museum in St. Moritz is home to dozens of art treasures.
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Pristine beauty
A valley full of art

Spiritual treat: the
Philosophers’ Trail at
Muottas Muragl combines
words of wisdom with
fine views. engadin.ch/
E N G A D I N Magazine W I N T E R

muottas-muragl/winter-idyll
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Belvedere,
1,861 m

Maloja,
1,809 m

Aela,
1,855 m
Maloja Pass,
1,815 m

Sentiero Segantini
The delightful “Segantini path” explores
the life and work of Giovanni Segantini; the
walk takes about two hours.
Capolago,
1,800 m

La Plaiv, cultural hotspot
Art Public Plaiv
Works of art created as part of the “Art Public
Plaiv” project explore the cultural and economic
needs of the region from La Punt to S-chanf.

The artist’s atelier
Maloja – A circular building catches the eye of passers-by: the Atelier
Segantini is a scale model of the pavilion designed to house and exhibit
Segantini’s planned Engadin mountain panorama in Paris. The structure
is still used to this day by the Segantini family for art exhibitions.
engadin.ch/atelier-segantini/en

  i
Walk in Segantini’s footsteps
Giovanni Segantini’s descendants offer guided tours of
his studio and home to interested visitors. segantini.org

Creative Box, Pontresina
Explore your creativity, give your
imagination free rein, experiment
with new materials: the Creative
Box offers the space and means to
do all this and much more.
plattnerundplattner.ch/creative-box

Engadin Art Talks
International artists, visionary architects and
leading thinkers engage with well-informed
audiences in Zuoz in late January for a
stimulating exchange of ideas in a relaxed
atmosphere, all in an idyllic mountain setting.
“The five continents” on permanent show
In Zuoz, a passageway in the Centrel car park
embodies the wide world: Gian Casty’s
sequence of stained-glass windows takes visitors
on a colourful journey around the globe.

Segantini Museum
Inaugurated in 1908, the Segantini Museum in St. Moritz houses the most
comprehensive collection worldwide of works by the pioneering
artist. The crowning attraction is the “Alpine Triptych” formed of
three monumental paintings: “Life – Nature – Death”. segantini-museum.ch

Family

Photo: ©Valais / Wallis Promotion – Christian Pfammatter

“Snowflakes, snowflakes, dance around!
Snowflakes, snowflakes, touch the ground!
Snowflakes, snowflakes, in the air!
Snowflakes, snowflakes, everywhere!”

Photo: Dokumentationsbibliothek St. Moritz, Hans Steiner
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Luxury on runners
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Ancient: Cave paintings show that
humans used sledges even before
the invention of the wheel. The sledge
is therefore regarded as the oldest of all
man-made means of transport.
For travel: Over the centuries, sleighs
and sledges have been used in all
kinds of ways. In the 19th Century, for
example, the sleigh offered a way
for wealthy travellers from England to
escape the rainy winter back home
for the high-altitude mountain sunshine of the Engadin – and to be seen
in fashionable St. Moritz. This was a
luxury that only very few could afford.
The journey alone from England to the
Engadin and back cost the affluent
visitors as much as a typical worker was
paid in two weeks; but the English

guests had to earn their upmarket winter holidays in the resort in another way,
too. After a 48-hour train ride to Chur,
the last stretch of the journey led along
tracks flattened through the deep
snow, which required a 12-hour ride in
a horse-drawn sleigh. The Julier Pass,
in particular, posed a special challenge:
the terrain was so steep in places that
the distinguished passengers had to
dismount and walk alongside the sleigh.
Sporting fun: Today, sledging and
sleigh rides are primarily leisure
activities for people of all ages. The
Engadin offers visitors many different
toboggan runs to suit all tastes. One
of the most delightful leads from
Alp Es-cha Dadour down to Madulain,
with glorious views along the way.

Annina, Marc and the two girls
on their way to Alp Es-cha
Dadour, above Madulain.
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Back home
in heaven

The TV presenter Annina Campell frequently returns to her home region, the
Engadin. During a family sledge outing,
she reveals why she loves coming back.
Text L A U R A M E I E R
Photographs F I L I P Z U A N

A

lthough the winter sun is shining brightly, the air
is cold at noon on this day in January. The
sun’s rays are creating a magical play of shadow and
light on the mountainsides and across the meadows
blanketed in white. Sparkling snow crystals dance
in the chill wind. The spectacle is especially beautiful
up here at Alp Es-cha Dadour, high above Madulain,
where visitors enjoy views over the Swiss National
Park and way down the Inn valley, far below. The
simple farm building up at the alpine pasture gained
a new lease of life recently through the combined
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“Now I have children myself, I release how
different it was for my brothers and me
growing up. We were part of the business,
there was always something going on.”

E N G A D I N Magazine W I N T E R

efforts of two municipalities. Workers from Madulain
used tools and machines belonging to the municipality of Zuoz to convert the run-down building into an
alpine cheese dairy and restaurant, where visitors can
enjoy delicious Raclettes and fondues year-round.
People enjoy meeting and reconnecting with nature
here: a place of friendship.

Family

Today, too, the terrace is full of life, with many guests
who have made the walk of about an hour up to
the alpine pasture. Among them are the TV presenter
Annina Campell and her two daughters, SerafinaJoséphine and Anna Nina, and her husband, Marc.
Everybody here knows Annina, her charismatic
laugh and endearing voice: she is a popular personality not just in the Engadin but in households
throughout Switzerland.

Family of the future

Annina is not the first Campell to become known well
beyond the Engadin. A look into the family’s roots
reveals many illustrious personalities curious about new
ideas and ready to challenge existing conventions. One
of the first was Ulrich Campell, who made a name for
himself in the 16th Century as a Reformer and songwriter. He is regarded as the founder of the written form of
the Vallader dialect of Romansh, which until then had
only been spoken, and of the region’s historiography.
Several generations later, the Campells founded the
Engadin Museum and were the first to drive one
of the newfangled motor cars in the valley, causing quite
a stir. So it was probably always in Annina’s DNA that
she would want to explore the world and along the way
leave her own comfort zone now and again.
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Strong women in an open house

Annina Campell grew up not far from Alp Es-cha
Dadour: in the Hotel Veduta in Cinuos-chel.
Inside the family business, she learned from an early
age to see people at work and lend a hand. The
women around her, in particular, were a strong
example: such as her grandmother, who ran the hotel
while also taking care of the family of seven. Later,
Annina’s mother took over the Hotel Veduta and
showed the young girl how it is possible to work hard
and at the same time treat people in a good and
honest way. All along, the rhythm of family life was
set by the business. And nothing was completely
private; the family were never really alone amongst
themselves. Annina learned early on to deal with
the constant attention from guests and to go about
her life almost as if she were on stage.

Annina feels at home in the crisp mountain air.
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New horizons

As evening approaches, a soothing stillness descends on Alp Es-cha Dadour.

While it was assumed in earlier generations that
women of the family would remain in the hotel,
Annina had the choice of either taking over the
business or searching out new dreams outside the
valley. Her decision was no doubt influenced by
her schooldays at the Lyceum Alpinum in Zuoz,
which attracts youngsters from all over the world
thanks to its fine reputation. The international
students bring cultures from far and wide into the
valley, broadening the horizons of local children
with new experiences and impressions. For Annina,
then, the doors to the world lay wide open, so after
finishing her final Matura exams, she decided on a
break with family tradition: she indulged her
wanderlust and set off to explore the wider world.
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The toboggan run twists and turns through the forest all the way down to Madulain.
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“Being close to family has always
been important to me. That’s
why I would never have wanted
to stay abroad for long.”

E N G A D I N Magazine W I N T E R
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But as wanderlust gradually turned into homesickness –
the Romansh “Increschantüna” familiar to all from
the Engadin who have travelled abroad – Annina
returned to Switzerland and began a course of study
in Social and Communication Sciences in Lucerne.
To keep her head above water financially during
her studies, she earned a little money on the side
doing occasional jobs in advertising. Her interpersonal skills that she practised from a young age,
her natural Graubünden charm and her talent for
languages won the hearts of ever-larger audiences,
so that the occasional jobs turned into a real
profession. Red Bull TV recognised her talent before
Swiss Television became interested and employed
Annina for eight years as a roving reporter presenting the popular TV programme “SRF bi de Lüt”
alongside Nik Hartmann.

Annual return

Despite her success, Annina has remained true to
her roots. Her strong connections to her beloved
valley and people here ensure she regularly returns –
like a “Randulina”, the local Romansh word for a
swallow, once used to describe the Engadin patissiers
who sought their fortune in distant lands yet
invariably returned, driven by homesickness.
When time allows, Annina undertakes the journey
home to Cinuos-chel with her husband and two
daughters and remains for several months in the
Engadin, staying with her family. During this
time, she enjoys seeing many friends, relatives and
familiar faces – almost as if she had never been
away. Outdoors, in the fresh mountain air and snowcovered natural landscapes, she gains new energy
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that will help her explore new horizons once again.
Just like today, up at Alp Es-cha Dadour.
The sun has sunk low. Freshly grilled sausages and
steaming sauerkraut have warmed the tummies
of Annina’s family. It is time to leave the alpine
pastures and reach for the sledges for the ride back
down to the valley. Marc climbs on the long wooden
sledge with the young Serafina-Joséphine, pushes
off with a loud whoop and starts gliding downhill.
Annina jumps onto the second sledge with Anna Nina
and sets off in pursuit. Soon after, the whole family
has disappeared, leaving a spray of snow and happy
cries in the air.

Mother and daughter race ahead, confident of victory.
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Child’s play
Dancing with the snowflakes

Warm and snug with namuk
For more outfits for youngsters, see: namuk.ch.
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Sova Merino Leggings
Merino wool is the superhero among
natural materials. It cools the body
in hot temperatures and keeps the
wearer warm when it’s cold: perfect
for all adventures in the fresh air.

Avan Bio fleece jacket
This cosy jacket is made of PrimaLoft
Bio fleece. The fabric is produced
with 100% PCR (post-consumer
recycled) fibres, and after use will
biodegrade into natural elements.

Statement gloves
Shaped and lined to keep children’s
hands as warm as possible. A silicone
print on the palm gives extra grip,
so that youngsters can comfortably
hold on to ski poles even in icy
conditions.

Quest ski suit
A one-piece suit full of childfriendly extras: from an
integrated zip for easy toilet visits
to ingenious braces and a hidden
pocket for small items of litter.

Playground in the snow
Muottas Muragl – From a climbing “castle”
with hidden slide and secret passageway to
a gentle swing for toddlers, this playground
up on the panoramic peak is open in winter,
too – promising all kids need to have fun,
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play hide-and-seek and burn off energy.
While the youngsters romp around in the
snow, grown-ups relax in one of the cosy
wicker beach chairs, soaking up the winter
sun. engadin.ch/muottas-muragl-children-splayground

Happiness on horseback

2

One of the most delightful ways to
explore the sparkling Engadin landscapes
in winter is on horseback: a bewitching
experience for riders of all ages, from
novice to expert. Various stables along the
valley offer a choice of rides of different
lengths to suit all tastes.
engadin.ch/winter-riding

resorts

Winter walks with a pushchair
Going for a walk is a delightful activity for all the family at any time of

in the Engadin – Zuoz and Pontresina –
have been awarded the “Family
Destination” quality label. Parents and
children alike are in especially
good hands here: many of the facilities
and offers are geared specifically to
the needs of families.

year – including winter. Even if young children cannot manage the

Photo right: Robert Boesch

outing on their own two feet, families can still enjoy the stroll through
the snowy landscape together: the Engadin has plenty of winter walking
paths that are suitable for pushchairs, too. The path across frozen Lake
St. Moritz, especially, is a real highlight – and as it is flat, requires no great
effort. It is important, however, to heed safety instructions on site about
venturing on to the ice.
engadin.ch/winter-hiking

Ski passes for the whole family
With the Family Pass, families enjoy discounted rates for ski
lifts throughout the region. Children under the age of 6, accompanied
by an adult, ride free of charge in many places. snow-deal.ch/en
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The classic sledge
A beautiful wooden construction and metal
runners are the key features of the classic sledge.
Riders steer and break with their feet.

The bob
Fitted with brakes and steerable,
the bob can also be ridden
by young children.

The saucer sledge
Simple but effective: riders hurtle downhill
as if sliding on the seat of their pants –
only without the latter getting soaked.

The “skibock”
A wobbly, wacky ride: good
balance is essential to master
the unstable “skibock”.

Toboggan runs

engadin.ch/tobogganing

  i
More sledging fun
Sils toboggan run
From above the Hotel Waldhaus through
snow-blanketed forest to the shore of Lake Sils.
Bever toboggan run
After a short walk, a delightful ride through a
snow-covered forest of fairy-tale charm.

Snow-filled fun at ski school
Family

Learning to ski is fun – especially with an instructor experienced in teaching children.
The Engadin has several ski schools at which youngsters
can enjoy their first experience on skis or perfect their skills. engadin.ch/en/sport

Ring the changes
Maloja – Forwards, backwards, round and round:
snowtubing promises a different ride down
the slope every time. The inflatable ring looks like
something you might expect to see in a water
park rather than on a toboggan-style run in the
snow. Trying to steer the ring is futile, but
that is all part of the fun – and despite the lack of
control, snowtubing isn’t dangerous at all on the
specially designated run. engadin.ch/tobogganing

Photo right: Stephan Müller
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As soon as the first snow has settled, some of the
region’s pass roads and many footpaths turn into
delightful sledging venues. As well as short descents
and leisurely rides, enthusiasts find several runs
that pack a real thrill. Families with children of all
ages – from toddlers to teenagers – are sure to find a
sledging adventure that everyone will love.

Photo: Switzerland Tourism / Christof Sonderegger
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On the trail of the glacier
Pontresina – A distance of about only three kilometres separates
Morteratsch railway station and the snout of the Morteratsch
Glacier. Families can follow the scenic Morteratsch Glacier Trail
through the glittering landscape to learn all about the glacier

and its history. While grown-ups discover fascinating facts at
the 16 information panels along the path, children explore
the secrets of the mighty river of ice in the company of Sabi,
the glacier spirit. engadin.ch/glacier-walk-morteratsch

Paragliding

“Once you have tasted flight, you will forever
walk the earth with your eyes turned
skyward. For there you have been, and there
you will always long to return.”
LEO NARD O DA VI NCI (1452 –1519 )
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Artists of the air
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Forbidden pleasures: The tandem
flights that Heinz Zwyssig offered in
winter 1982/83 were not actually
legal. The air sports pioneer and his
hang glider would carry winter sports
enthusiasts from the Corviglia down
onto frozen Lake St. Moritz. Nowadays,
happily, the adventure is no longer
illegal: visitors can opt for this spectacular route through the air down to
the valley without having to worry
about legal implications.
Not for the faint-hearted: After Zwyssig had spent a winter in St. Moritz
sharing his love of flying, this native
of central Switzerland wanted to be
able to do this fully above board, so
he trained as a flying instructor. As the
time between flying lessons was too
tight to tackle long-distance flights

with his hang glider, Zwyssig spent
every spare minute practising wild
stunts in the sky instead. This training
paid off: he twice won the “Red Bull
Acro Vertigo” (the hang gliding and
paragliding acrobatics world championships at the time), and later was coach
of the Swiss national team for several
years.
Lords of the skies: Visitors can still
take to the skies with Heinz Zwyssig,
either as a trainee pilot or on one
of his legendary tandem flights. In the
meantime, many others have also
succumbed to the urge to experience
a bird’s-eye view of the Engadin. One
such is Peter Käch, a paraglider pilot
who also runs the Morteratsch campsite.
He enjoys taking his guests on unforgettable flights high above the valley.

Muottas Muragl, served by
funicular, is a popular launch
site for paraglider pilots.
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Touching
the sky
A bird’s-eye view makes the scenery and
day-to-day concerns seem tiny – yet it
promises a boundless sense of freedom.
Text A N N A - S O P H I E H E R B S T
Photographs F I L I P Z U A N

A

bird with an impressive wingspan is circling steadily
through the air. A golden eagle, perhaps, or a bearded
vulture? Hard to tell from this distance. It does, however,
reveal the invisible column of warm air that is carrying the
bird up to the heights. Just a couple of quick paces and
we are emulating it, lifted into the air by a colourful wing of
ripstop woven nylon: 13 metres wingspan, and a total area
of 42 square metres. The pilot, Peter Käch, masterfully
steers the paraglider into the thermal and circles steadily
skywards.
From this bird’s-eye view, it is clear that the Engadin has
none of the oppressively narrow and cut-off nature
of many other alpine valleys. This is true not only of the
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Before launching, Peter Käch has to spread out the wing and disentangle the suspension lines.
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“The thing that makes the
Engadin so open to the
world also makes it harder
to fly here.”

topography of the landscape but also of life in the valley.
So it is not unusual that Peter Käch – whose dialect
clearly reveals that he is from the canton of Bern – is not
only a paraglider pilot and operator of the Morteratsch
campsite, but also a member of the Pontresina local
council. And of the seven councillors, he is not the only
one to have ended up here from other parts of Switzerland or indeed the world.
There are many different ways to the Engadin, linking
it via various mountain passes in all directions of the
compass to the world outside the valley. “The thing that
makes the Engadin so open to the world also makes it
harder to fly here,” Peter explains. Different winds blow
over the passes and through all the valleys and side
valleys – such as the Bernina wind, which blows from the
eponymous mountain pass in the direction of Pontresina.
By far the best known is the Maloja wind: the reason that
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this high valley, at an altitude of about 1,800 metres,
has gained a reputation as a paradise for windsurfing,
kitesurfing and snowkiting.

High thrills

Paragliding

Peter Käch’s involvement with the Engadin began in 1990
with a small ad in the “Berner Zeitung” daily newspaper.
Pontresina Youth Hostel was advertising for deputy
directors. “I didn’t even know where Pontresina was
exactly,” recalls Peter, who was working as a teacher at the
time. Nonetheless, he and his wife Kathrin, who had
qualified as a housekeeping manager, decided to go for the
adventure. “If not now, when?” they said, “after all, we
were young and flexible.” Peter had discovered a passion
for paragliding only a few years earlier when the sport,
still in its infancy, was experiencing a real boom. He soon
met like-minded people in his new home region with

whom he could share his love of flying – and whose
friendship also facilitated his integration in local life
in the mountain resort.
After a few years in Pontresina, the couple returned to
the lowlands for a while, but the high valley never quite
lost its hold on them. So in 2012, when the Morteratsch
campsite was looking for new managers, the Kächs
returned to Pontresina – this time as a family, with two
children.

Two flights work wonders for the soul

High up in the air, it is hard to have an exact sense of
space and time – though the variometer, a device that
measures vertical speed, beeps steadily to show that
the paraglider is gaining height, and the thermal makes
itself felt through gentle vibrations. The view down is
bewitching: the landscape could be from a model railway.

Warm clothing allows
thrilling paragliding
flights in winter, too.

Unbeatable: the view
along the Engadin
valley, scattered with
frozen lakes.
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“Two flights a week work
wonders for the soul.”

The buildings on Muottas Muragl seem tiny, like the
red funicular crawling up the snow-covered mountainside.
Later, we are able to read from the navigation device
that we have climbed about three metres per second and
circled up to 250 vertical metres above our starting
point. The smaller the landscape becomes way below our
feet, the more distant the worries and problems of
day-to-day life seem. “Two flights a week work wonders
for the soul,” Peter says. “Up in the air, there’s no time
to be preoccupied with other thoughts. You have to be
constantly alert, observe the surroundings and be able
to react when wind conditions change – sometimes
quickly.” This may sound stressful for the uninitiated, but
for the 57-year-old pilot this is a major part of the fasci
nation of flying. Studying the weather, taking account of
the topography of the landscape, trying to make the
most of the day… For Peter, a good day means staying in the
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“As long I can carry the
rucksack and run a few
paces, I’ll keep flying.”
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air from morning until evening, without a break. That’s a
long time, in which pilots can also clock up impressive
distances. “In about 1990 I flew from the Upper Engadin
as far as Scuol; back then, that caused quite a sensation,”
Peter recalls. Thanks to major advances in equipment
and also his own skill, he can now fly from the Corvatsch
even as far as near Salzburg, about 300 kilometres
away. He rarely has time for such adventures, but the urge
to discover new routes and regions from on high still
has Peter reaching for the skies time and again, even after
more than 30 years as a paraglider pilot. And he will
not be giving up for a long time to come: “As long I can
carry the rucksack and run a few paces, I’ll keep flying.”

Paragliding

i
Bird’s-eye view
Take to the skies and explore the Engadin from on high
with pilots from Paragliding Engadin. paragliding-engadin.ch
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Boundless freedom: up in
the air, day-to-day concerns
recede into the distance.
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Gone with the wind
Dancing with the forces of nature
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Paragliding

Playing with the wind: the
frozen lakes of the
Engadin thrill snowkiters
and wingsurfers.
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Snowkiting
Instead of gravity, it is the wind that
powers snowkiting enthusiasts
across the snow – or across the
frozen surface of the Engadin lakes.
The Lago Bianco and Lake
Silvaplana are especially popular.

Wingsurfing
Even in low wind, the hand-held
wing carries devotees along swiftly.
This cross between kitesurfing
and windsurfing is not new, but the
sport has been enjoying a boom
in recent years.

High-altitude cuisine
Restaurant Piz Nair 10’000 feet
At an altitude of 3,057 m (just over
10,000 ft), diners enjoy superb views of
the surrounding mountains from the
terrace or through the panoramic windows.
Berghaus Diavolezza
Sublime views of the Piz Palü and Piz
Bernina – the only 4,000-metre peak
in the Eastern Alps – bewitch guests on
the Diavolezza (2,978 m) as they enjoy
specialities from Graubünden and the
Valtellina.

Reaching for the heights
S-chanf – At Serlas Parc, neither wind nor air carry visitors
skywards: they use their own muscular strength. The indoor
climbing centre’s walls help novices and experts alike boost
skill, strength and agility – either secured by rope or bouldering,
free and unhindered. serlas.ch

Powered flights
The rotor spins faster and faster in a cloud of whirling snow until the helicopter takes off, providing its
passengers with a bird’s-eye view of the Engadin. They glide past the mountain peaks, look
down on the frozen lakes and enjoy the vast open expanses of the high valley. engadin.ch/engadin-helicopter-flights

← Restaurant Lagalb
From the terrace of the Restaurant Lagalb
(2,893 m), guests gaze out on snow-capped
peaks, the Lago Bianco, into the Valposchiavo and across the border into the Valtellina.
Furtschellas – La Chüdera restaurant
Lake Sils, Lake Silvaplana and the whole
lake-strewn Engadin valley lie at visitors’
feet here at an altitude of 2,877 metres.
Typical Swiss dishes charm diners as they
feast on the glorious views.
More info: engadin.ch/mountain-restaurant

Cross
country ski
“If we had no winter, the spring
would not be so pleasant.”

Photo: Luca Franziscus

ANNE BRADSTREET (1612–1672),
ENGLISH POET
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Fit from head to toe

Cardiovascular training

Cross-country skiing is an endurance
sport; as we all know, these are good for
the heart. Anyone who trains regularly
helps prevent cardiovascular disease and
even reduces the risk of heart attack.

Gentle on the joints

Since cross-country skiing does not
involve a hard impact on the ground –
unlike jogging, for example – the sport
is gentle on the joints. The regular
movement is even beneficial for the
health of the joints.

Good balance

Gliding along on the snow requires
good coordination and balance; with
a little training, both will improve
rapidly. An introductory lesson for
cross-country skiers will provide
specific techniques for practice.
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Strong muscles

Cross-country skiing makes use of up to
600 different muscles: an ideal allbody workout. Arm muscles, glutes and
leg muscles work particularly hard,
but abdominal and back muscles also
come into play.

Low risk of injury

Unlike alpine skiing, cross-country
skiing hardly ever involves heavy
falls. Speeds are slower, and the snow
is less compacted; as a result, Nordic
skiers usually suffer no injury if they
lose their balance.

High energy consumption

Cross-country skiers can quickly work
up a sweat, and at high intensity
can burn around 650 kilocalories an
hour. Those who prefer a gentler
pace still consume a fair amount of
energy as they go along.

Skating into
spring
Thanks to “Firn” snow, cross-country
skiers can leave the prepared
tracks for open terrain in spring.
Text A N N A - S O P H I E H E R B S T
Photographs F I L I P Z U A N

Vast expanses: the Bernina
Pass offers plenty of space
for outings in open terrain.
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“With Firn skiing, you can
head wherever you want,
instead of always having
to stay in the set tracks.”
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S

Cross-country ski

pring has arrived, nature is slowly emerging from hibernation, and many winter sports enthusiasts are
storing away their equipment. Except for the crosscountry skiers: spring conditions herald a new season for
them. When the sun shines brightly during the day and
temperatures climb above zero, the uppermost layer of
snow melts. During the night, this freezes again, and after
a few days, a hard layer of so-called “Firn” snow forms.
For cross-country skiers, this offers a chance to leave the
prepared trails and venture with their narrow skis onto
open terrain. This would be impossible on deep powder as
the skis would simply sink in; but Firn provides an ideal
surface for the skating style of Nordic skiing. A favourite
location is up at the Bernina Pass, which links the Engadin and the Valposchiavo. In winter, this is a popular venue particularly with snowkiters, who harness the power of
the wind to skim across the wide expanses. As soon

as the conditions are suitable for Firn skiing, crosscountry enthusiasts head up to the heights to glide across
the open landscape.
Boundless freedom
Nadine and Markus Fähndrich are among those who have
followed the call of Firn on this April day. The name of
Fähndrich is well-known in the world of cross-country
skiing. Markus Fähndrich, now 61 years old, represented
Switzerland at two World Championships and two Winter
Olympics in the 1980s. After retiring from professional
racing, this native of the Lucerne region moved to the
Engadin and opened a shop, Fähndrich Sport, in Pontresina; later, he added an in-house cross-country ski
school. His niece, 25-year-old Nadine, is at the height of
her career as a professional cross-country skier; she
has already taken part in three World Championships and
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Nadine Fähndrich has been
cross-country skiing since the age
of two, and is now professional.
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White wonder: the firm Firn snow sparkles in the spring sunshine.

The call of freedom: with Firn skiing,
enthusiasts create their own trails.
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“It’s fabulous, being
able to ski among the
high mountains.”
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Cross-country ski

represented Switzerland at the 2018 Winter Olympics in
PyeongChang. She first started cross-country skiing at the
age of two and has since spent countless weeks in the
Engadin, for family holidays as well as for training camps.
For Nadine, the appeal of Firn skating is above all the
sense of freedom that devotees enjoy: “With Firn skiing,
you can head wherever you want, instead of always
having to stay in the set tracks,” she says. Her uncle agrees:
“Up at the Bernina Pass, especially, it’s fabulous, being
able to ski among the high mountains.” In good conditions, enthusiasts can make use of the entire expanse from
the base station of the Diavolezza cable car to the end of
frozen Lago Bianco. Here, at an altitude of 2,328 metres,
winter can be particularly persistent. “There have been
years when you could ski up at the Bernina Pass until the
beginning of May,” Markus says.

The early bird
Exploring open terrain on cross-country skis may sound
like an adventure reserved for experts, but the Fähndrichs
insist that Firn skating does not require special technique
– and so is an option for less experienced skiers, too.
However, they do recommend setting the alarm early.
Under the warming rays of the spring sun, the Firn snow
starts to melt again around lunchtime, and becomes
wet and heavy. Firn skiing, then, is something of an
exclusive pleasure: limited not only to a certain season,
but also to specific times of day.

  i
And… action!
See the video version of this story.

Into spring: the Firn season
heralds the end of winter.
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Gliding in style
Classic and contemporary

Cross-country ski

Photo: Luca Franziscus
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Firn skating on the frozen lakes:
Grippy Firn snow and a spectacular
backdrop make cross-country skiing on
the wintry lakes a magical experience.
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Diagonal skate technique
Short gliding phases
and diagonal arm work.

Asymmetric skate technique
Asymmetric arm position,
both poles plant at the
same time as the gliding ski.

1:1 skate technique
For every leg push, double pole
plant during gliding phase.

Free skate technique
Skate technique in aerodynamic
position without use of poles.

Cross-country ski events

Ticket for the trails

← Engadin Skimarathon
Switzerland’s biggest cross-country ski
race, from Maloja to S-chanf, electrifies
the whole valley. engadin-skimarathon.ch

Cross-country ski passes are
available from the Engadin
HolidayShop. booking.engadin.ch

La Diagonela
This cross-country ski race from Pontresina
to Zuoz offers a fine contrast to the big
Engadin Skimarathon. ladiagonela.ch
Maloja-Zernez
With a distance of 60 kilometres, the
Maloja-Zernez cross-country race is the
longest of its kind in the Engadin. The
race is won by the skier whose time is
closest to the average time of all participants.
dssarsura.ch

Photo right: swiss-image

1:2 skate technique
For every other leg push, double
pole plant during gliding phase.

Learn from the experts
Professional tuition in either the skating or classic style of cross-country skiing
is the key to learning quickly and safely – and having the most fun!
The Engadin has plenty of schools to choose from. engadin.ch/cross-country-skiing

Fun in the park
Samedan – Cross-country skiing requires balance,
endurance and coordination – not so easy at all at first!
But practice makes perfect: at the Cross Skills Park in
Samedan, enthusiasts can hone their skills with the help
of the different features, targeted exercises and varied
terrain along the imaginative course.
engadin.ch/cross-skills-park
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Cross-country ski heaven
Ski at night, ski with your dog, ski across frozen lakes: the Engadin offers enthusiasts a bewitching variety
of experiences. About 240 km of trails ensure that experts and beginners alike are spoilt for choice.
1 Into the side valleys
Several side valleys branch off the
main valley, known for their pristine
natural landscapes: for example
the Val Bever with the hamlet of
Spinas, the picturesque Val Fex, the
Val Morteratsch, the Val Forno or the
Val Roseg, where it is worth stopping
at the Hotel Roseg Gletscher. engadin.

2 With a four-legged friend
The three “dog trails” around Zuoz,
Samedan and La Punt allow
cross-country skiers to enjoy their
sport with a canine companion.
While owners glide along the
prepared trails, their faithful friends
scamper across the snow alongside,
burning off endless energy.

ch/cross-country-ski/side-valleys

engadin.ch/cross-country-ski/dog-trails

4 Across the lakes
A thick layer of ice covers each of
the large Engadin lakes in winter:
perfect conditions for doing a couple
of rounds on cross-country skis! The
12-kilometre trail that runs straight
across Lake Sils, Lake Silvaplana
and Lake Champfèr is also a section
of the famous Engadin Skimarathon.

3 After dark
Cross-country skiers for whom the
day is simply not long enough can
continue to enjoy their sport after
dark on one of the night trails. The
tracks in St. Moritz and Pontresina
welcome skiers daily from 5 to 9 pm.

engadin.ch/cross-country-night-skiing
  i

engadin.ch/cross-country-skiing

Further information
A detailed map of cross-country ski trails is
available from tourist information offices
and online. engadin.ch/cross-country-skiing
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Incomparable: the view from
Muottas Muragl along the Engadin
valley, with its lakes.
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Pinboard
Highlights from summer and winter
for idyllic holidays in the Engadin.
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Ski & snowboard

Down the White Carpet
The thought of immaculately prepared but
deserted pistes is enough to get even the
most laid-back skier or snowboarder out of
bed early. Many lifts in the region already
start at 7.45 am: no hint of a queue anywhere.
At the summit, as the first rays of sunshine
light up the slopes, early risers enjoy their
personal White Carpet: a glorious run down
perfect pistes. There’s no better way to start
the day! engadin.ch/en/white-carpet

Photo: Switzerland Tourism / Silvano Zeiter

1

Snow Safari

The Snow Safari leads across several different
ski areas and to the cosiest mountain restaurants
in the Engadin. In just one day, skiers and
snowboarders discover nine of the finest runs,
enjoy 88 kilometres of piste and conquer no
fewer than 4,444 vertical metres.
engadin.ch/snow-safari

Down the Diavolezza’s glaciers
Diavolezza – The Diavolezza glacier run leads
through an enchanting wilderness of snow and
ice: all the way down the Pers and Morteratsch

Glaciers to the very end of the mighty river of
ice. With a total length of 10 kilometres, this is
Switzerland’s longest glacier run. Clear markings
along the ungroomed itinerary make this an
ideal first glacier experience for good skiers.
engadin.ch/glacier-run

Ski school
Learning to ski is fun – especially when it is
with the help of a professional instructor. The
Engadin’s ski areas have various ski schools
at which visitors of all ages can enjoy their first
experience on skis or a snowboard, hone their
skills or, after a longer break from the snow,
regain confidence for a safe return to the pistes.
engadin.ch/en/sport

Sleep + Ski
Visitors who spend at least one night in the
Engadin can ski at a special discounted
rate thanks to the “Sleep + Ski” deal. A lift pass,
including use of public transport, costs from
just CHF 45.– per person per day for the entire
duration of guests’ stay at participating
accommodation. engadin.ch/en/sleep-ski

Events
World Cup
St. Moritz – The world’s fastest female skiers
battle for precious World Cup points on
St. Moritz’s local mountain, the Corviglia.
skiweltcup-stmoritz.ch

Snow-Deal
Book early for the best deal! The
region’s lift company operates a dynamic
pricing system that allows visitors who
plan ahead to enjoy an early-booking discount
when they buy their lift pass.
snow-deal.ch/en

More info?
engadin.ch/ski-snowboard
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Cross-country ski
1

More than 240 km of trails

Skiing with a pet dog, skiing at night, skiing
across frozen lakes: in the Engadin, crosscountry skiing promises many special experiences. Beginners and experts alike are spoilt for
choice, with up to 240 kilometres of trail on offer.
engadin.ch/cross-country-skiing

Across the frozen lakes
By mid-winter, several centimetres of ice and
a smooth layer of snow cover the big Engadin
lakes: perfect conditions for exploring the
expansive, flat valley floor on cross-country skis.
The trail across Lake Sils, Lake Silvaplana
and Lake Champfèr measures 12 kilometres, and
forms part of the famous Engadin Skimarathon
route. engadin.ch/cross-country-skiing

Events
2

Skimarathon

Switzerland’s biggest cross-country ski race, from
Maloja to S-chanf, electrifies the whole valley.
engadin-skimarathon.ch

More info?
engadin.ch/cross-country-skiing
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Winter hiking
& sleigh rides
Muottas Muragl

engadin.ch/muottas-muragl/winter-idyll

1

Horse-drawn sleigh rides

What could be more charming and romantic than
a cosy ride in a horse-drawn sleigh through
the snowy Engadin? Snugly wrapped in blankets,
passengers explore the wide plateau of frozen
lakes or the idyllic side valleys, admiring the
sparkling scenery as it glides gently by. Along
certain routes, the horse-drawn sleighs offer
an “omnibus” service, running to a timetable;
passengers may also book sleighs for
private rides, with a wide choice of itineraries.
engadin.ch/romantic-escapes

Pinboard

More info?
engadin.ch/winter-hiking

Photo: Switzerland Tourism / Lorenz Richard
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Samedan – Few views can be as breathtaking as
those from Muottas Muragl, a panoramic peak
accessible by funicular. Visitors can enjoy
the glorious scenery along with some invigorating
exercise by following one of the three winter
walking paths or the snowshoe trail, suitable also
for novices.
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Tobogganing
& family
2

Tobogganing for families

As soon as the first snow has settled, some of the
region’s pass roads and many footpaths turn
into delightful sledging venues. As well as short
descents and leisurely rides, enthusiasts find
several runs that pack a real thrill. An ideal
toboggan run for families, for example, is the
three-kilometre path from Alp Es-cha Dadour
to Madulain. engadin.ch/tobogganing

Winter walks with a pushchair
Families with young children love the flat trails
between Sils, Silvaplana and St. Moritz; in
good snow conditions, these are also pushchairaccessible. The four-kilometre trail through
the Val Bever is also ideal for a gentle walk:
starting at Bever railway station, the route leads
along the Beverin river, across snow-covered
meadows and through enchanting forests.
engadin.ch/winter-hiking

More info?
engadin.ch/families-in-winter
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Activities on ice

1

Climbing walls of ice

With crampons on their boots and an ice axe in
each hand, enthusiasts scale mighty walls of
ice painstakingly. They have two options in the
Engadin for testing their skills. By the Corvatsch
cable car summit station, staff release water
at the clifftop to create an ice climbing wall, the
highest of its kind in the world; aficionados
can also tackle the frozen waterfall in the gorge
at Pontresina. The Pontresina Mountaineering
School offers daring novices the chance to try
the sport under expert guidance.
engadin.ch/ice-climbing

guest ride and hurtle down the twisting channel
of ice at breakneck speed, piloted safely by
professionals. After a dose of pure thrills, initiates celebrate over a glass of bubbly and receive
a personal certificate. olympia-bobrun.ch

Ice rinks in the villages
The Engadin has a long tradition of enjoying a
great variety of ice sports. As a result, every
village has a rink in winter for curling and ice
hockey, figure skating and Bavarian curling –
and for simply enjoying a gentle glide across
the sparkling ice.
engadin.ch/ice

Bobsledding
St. Moritz/Celerina – With a spine-tingling
speed of up to 130 km/h, bobsleighs and skeleton
bobsleds shoot over the smooth, icy surface of
the Olympia Bob Run, the world’s oldest. Over
a history dating back more than 100 years, the
natural ice track has twice served as a Winter
Olympics venue and has hosted 24 World Championships. Today, adrenalin addicts can book a

Black ice
Sub-zero temperatures and no snowfall: when
these conditions coincide, the surface of the
Engadin lakes freezes to form a transparent
sheet of ice, black and mysterious, sparkling in
the sunshine. This wonder of nature is rare,
however, occurring only about twice a decade.
Locals and visitors venture onto the ice at their

own risk. Information about the state of the ice
and tips on how to enjoy it safely are available
from local tourist information offices.
engadin.ch/black-ice

Madulain ice path
Madulain – Skate across the snow-covered
meadows along the Inn, admire the play of light
on the river, enjoy the views of the historical
heart of the village of Madulain and breathe the
pure tranquillity that reigns along the valley
floor: the Madulain “ice path” offers a special
skating experience, surrounded by nature. The
trail starts by the works yard in Madulain.
Bring your own skates; please note that you use
the ice path at your own risk. engadin.ch/ice-way

More info?
engadin.ch/ice
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Freeride & snowshoeing
Snowshoeing along the Lake Trail
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Furtschellas – The Corvatsch Lake Trail is an easy
snowshoe trail with an extra level of comfort and
convenience. As walkers follow the marked route,
they enjoy glorious views of the snow-covered
valley and its frozen lakes – with the prospect of a
fortifying snack or a delicious meal at the Ustaria
Rabgiusa en route. engadin.ch/snowshoeing
1

Freeride heaven

Diavolezza-Lagalb – The Diavolezza-Lagalb region
is heaven for anyone who loves the thrill of riding
untracked powder snow. The best way to discover
the finest off-piste terrain in safety is to explore in
the company of one of the experienced mountain

guides from Go Vertical: these specialists
know the terrain like the back of their hand.
engadin.ch/free-ride

Avalanche awareness courses
Anyone who ventures off-piste will benefit from
one of the avalanche awareness courses run by
the Pontresina Mountaineering School. This basic
training for all ski tourers and freeriders focuses
on preventing avalanches, but also offers practice
in what to do in an emergency.
bergsteiger-pontresina.ch

More info?
engadin.ch/free-ride

Far from the pistes: tips for extra safety

Pinboard

The freedoms of a freeride outing also carry certain dangers. However, by
following various rules, participants can reduce risk. Riders should
study the latest weather and avalanche reports before every trip, for example;
they should venture on to open terrain only in company and never
alone; tackle steep slopes one by one; and carry the necessary equipment at all
times. Find further tips for freeriders at: engadin.ch/free-ride

1
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Hiking

Panoramaweg Muottas Muragl
Samedan – The 7-kilometre alpine trail between
the top stations of the Muottas Muragl funicular
and the Alp Languard chairlift showcases
magnificent views of the lake-strewn Engadin
valley, the Bernina massif and the idyllic Val
Roseg. engadin.ch/muottas-muragl-panorama-trail
1

Via Engiadina

Through forests of Swiss stone pine and larch,
across streams and alpine meadows: the Via
Engiadina leads from Maloja to Zernez in five
stages. engadin.ch/via-engiadina/en

Val Trupchun
S-chanf – Nature lovers are in heaven here: the
Val Trupchun, a side valley of the Inn, has one
of the highest concentrations of wild deer in
Europe. It also forms the western gateway to the
Swiss National Park. engadin.ch/trupchun/en

More info?
engadin.ch/hiking
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Water sports

1

Sailing on Lake Sils

Sils – Enthusiasts can look forward to thrilling
sailing with strong winds on Lake Sils – almost
every day in summer thanks to the good wind
conditions here. About midday, the reliable
Maloja wind usually starts blowing, the reason
why the Engadin enjoys a worldwide reputation
as an outstanding destination for water sports.
Should this wind fail to appear for once, sailors
can set their sails for a strong north wind instead.
engadin.ch/sail-sports

Kitesurfing & windsurfing on
Lake Silvaplana
2

Silvaplana – The kites and windsurf sails that
dance over the water at Lake Silvaplana create
an unrivalled display of colour. Silvaplana is
heaven for all who love playing with the wind
– in this case, the famous Maloja wind, which
rises reliably every day around noon to blow
steadily and powerfully across the lake. Once the
wind has set in, it is never long before the first
kitesurfers and windsurfers are out on the water,
tracing their acrobatic manoeuvres.
engadin.ch/water-sports

Mountain lakes
In addition to the large Engadin lakes, there are
also many small mountain lakes higher up,
whose crystal-clear, ice-cold waters attract only
toughened swimmers. Anyone else will at most
dip their feet in to cool off, or just enjoy the idyllic
views. Swimming in the mountain lakes is not
supervised, and takes place at bathers’ own risk.
engadin.ch/along-lakes

Lake Staz
Celerina – Nestling in the Staz forest and framed
by dramatic mountains, Lake Staz is one of the
best-loved swimming lakes in the Engadin. A dip
in the clear water of this beautiful moorland
lake is wonderfully refreshing – and healthy, too.
Active substances in the peat have an inhibiting
effect on skin inflammations and are rich in
minerals: no wonder peat is used as a natural
remedy. engadin.ch/lake-staz

More info?
engadin.ch/water-sports
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Mountain bike

1

Corviglia flow trails

Corviglia – Dips and rollers, banked turns, spectacular jumps and speedy descents: the flow trails
on the Corviglia promise an electrifying blast
of adrenalin. Mountain bikers can choose between four different routes. The Corviglia funicular summit station is the starting point for the
“WM Flow Trail”, with its 360-degree turns, the
“Corviglia Flow Trail”, and also the new “Marmotta Flow Trail” down to Marguns. Riders eager
for yet more action can tackle the “Foppettas
Flow Trail”: first gliding up on the Signal cable
car before riding down via Alp Suvretta to
Futschöls. This is the starting point for the trail
proper: an exhilarating descent through the forest towards Champfèr, with banked turns, dips
and rollers guaranteeing high thrills.
engadin.ch/en/flow-trails

Fuorcla Minor
Pontresina – The “Fuorcla Minor” route demands
good levels of technique and fitness, but rewards
riders with trails full of variety and spectacular
views. Starting in Pontresina, bikers begin by
riding steadily uphill towards the Bernina Pass.

This initial section follows the popular “Bernina
Express Trail”, but at Bernina Suot the route
branches off to lead through the magnificent
Val da Fain and up to the pass at the end, La
Stretta. After a short section on Italian soil, riders
tackle the well-built trail up to Fuorcla Minor.
The itinerary continues through the high-altitude alpine landscape to the top of the Bernina
Pass, and from there back to Pontresina.
engadin.ch/en/fuorcla-minor

Chaschauna Pass
The new bike trail at the Chaschauna Pass twists
down the slope in a sequence of wide, sweeping
curves that are a pleasure to ride. With a length
of more than 4 km and an average gradient of 10
per cent, the trail can be tackled in either
direction: the reward for an invigorating climb is
an exhilarating descent in glorious scenery.
engadin.ch/en/chaschauna

More info?
engadin.ch/en/bike
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Family
1

Marguns scooters

One of the more unusual ways to glide down the
mountain is on a freewheel scooter. The fun
run leads from the Marguns summit station to
Celerina. engadin.ch/marguns-scooters
E N G A D I N Magazine S U M M E R & W I N T E R

Muottas & Marguns playgrounds
Youngsters can burn off energy in the playgrounds at Muottas Muragl and Marguns
while the grown-ups enjoy the glorious views.
engadin.ch/playground

Morteratsch theme trail
Pontresina – The scenic trail to the Morteratsch
Glacier features 16 info stations revealing the secrets
of the third-largest glacier in the Eastern Alps: a
dramatic and fascinating experience for visitors
of all ages. engadin.ch/glacier-walk-morteratsch

Adventure rope parks
At the rope parks in Pontresina and S-chanf,
adventure-seekers negotiate obstacles as
they move between the treetops: a thrilling test
of balance and skill. engadin.ch/mountaineering

Pinboard

More info?
engadin.ch/family
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Excursions

Photo 2: Switzerland Tourism / Rob Lewis Photography

2

Soglio

Val Bregaglia – Unlike other Alpine valleys, the
Engadin is not a cul-de-sac but open to the
world in all directions via different mountain
passes. One is the Maloja Pass, gateway to
the Val Bregaglia, a valley of fascinating stories,
beautiful natural landscapes and romantic
villages. The painter Giovanni Segantini described
the village of Soglio, for example, as the
“threshold to paradise”. Anyone who would like
to experience this charm for themselves can
reach Soglio by PostBus from Maloja in about an
hour. bregaglia.ch
3

Swiss National Park

Switzerland’s only national park, located in the
Engadin, is also the oldest national park in
the Alps: its extensive terrain has enjoyed the
highest level of protection since 1914. Today,
the Swiss National Park covers an area of about
170 square kilometres and is criss-crossed
by footpaths that allow walkers an intimate
experience of pristine nature. Visitors can reach

the entrance of the park on the National Park
Express. This yellow “tourist train” offers a shuttle
service between Zuoz station, S-chanf and
the Varusch park hut, granting passengers first
glimpses of the wilderness via large panoramic
windows. engadin.ch/nationalparc
4

3

Bernina Express to Poschiavo

Pontresina – The Bernina Express offers the most
attractive ride between the Alpine Engadin
and the Mediterranean landscapes to the south,
linking Pontresina with the town of Tirano in
the Valtellina. The route is full of contrasts.
At first, the panoramic windows frame the mighty
glaciers of the Bernina massif; soon after,
passengers are gazing out on the palms of the
sunny south. The train journey makes an ideal
day trip. engadin.ch/bernina-express/en

More info?
engadin.ch/excursions
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Climbing & mountaineering

Indoor climbing at Serlas Parc
E N G A D I N Magazine S U M M E R & W I N T E R

2

S-chanf – Visitors of all ages can enjoy climbing
here in any weather, with mountain views from
the windows providing extra inspiration. With
about 450 sq. m of climbing and 120 sq. m of
bouldering, enthusiasts of all levels of ability can
hone their skills and gain confidence. serlas.ch

Munt Pers

3

Diavolezza – Like to scale a panoramic 3,000metre peak? A good starting point is the summit
station of the Diavolezza cable car. The trail to
the top of the 3,206-metre Munt Pers takes about
an hour, and showcases superb views of the
sparkling Bernina massif. diavolezza.ch
1

La Resgia via ferrata

Pinboard

Pontresina – The best way to enjoy a taste of the
thrills of climbing, without having to scale bare
rock, is to tackle a via ferrata: fixed cables running
alongside provide security. The via ferrata of
La Resgia outside Pontresina promises plenty of
variety, and is graded medium difficulty (K3/K4).
engadin.ch/climbing-garden

2

Spend the night on a cliff

Pontresina – Adventure seekers can enjoy
the experience of sleeping on a cliff – normally
reserved for expert climbers – thanks to
the “portaledge” (short for portable ledge). With
professional instruction from the Pontresina
Mountaineering School, visitors create their own
spot to sleep on a cliff by Alp Languard. From
their secluded perch, they enjoy sunset over
dinner and the following morning admire the
sun’s first rays lighting up the Piz Palü and Piz
Bernina: the ultimate mountain accommodation!
bergsteiger-pontresina.ch
3

Piz Palü

Pontresina – The Piz Palü’s three peaks and the
glaciers nestling between them make this one
of the most beautiful mountains of the Bernina
massif. Scaling it is no easy task, but an ascent
with the mountaineering school promises an
unforgettable experience. bergsteiger-pontresina.ch
More info?
engadin.ch/mountaineering
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Golf

4

4

Samedan golf course

Samedan – The 18-hole championship course,
with partially covered driving range and
innovative technical aids such as RoboGolfPro
and Trackman, surpasses all expectations.
5

Zuoz golf course

Zuoz – The scenic 18-hole Zuoz-Madulain
course promises a delightful game with
holes to suit every level.

Kulm golf course in St. Moritz
St. Moritz – Beautifully set in the alpine
landscape by the Kulm Hotel St. Moritz, this
9-hole course promises plenty of variety.

Hotel Margna golf course
Sils – The Margna “parkhotel” has its own
4-hole golf course with driving range (15 tees).

More info?
engadin.ch/en/golf

5
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Running

1

Trail running

E N G A D I N Magazine S U M M E R & W I N T E R

The terrain and conditions in the Engadin are
perfect for trail running. Enthusiasts find
countless trails of all levels of difficulty leading
through thick forest, across bare mountain
slopes and into secluded side valleys.
engadin.ch/trail-running

Grevasalvas
Sils Maria – Maloja – Along the way from Sils
Maria to Maloja, runners pass Grevasalvas,
the beautiful “Heidi village” that won hearts
worldwide as a filming location. The route totals
14.8 kilometres with 969 vertical metres, and
promises glorious views. engadin.ch/trail-running

Val Roseg

Pinboard

Pontresina – The Val Roseg is one of the Engadin’s
most beautiful side valleys, and is a delight to
explore on a run. The gentle but steady gradient
gives legs a constant workout on the outward
stretch and makes for an enjoyably fast and
flowing descent back down to Pontresina.
engadin.ch/trail-running

La Punt – Zuoz circuit

La Punt – The trim village at the foot of the
Albula Pass is the start and finish for this
relatively easy route. It leads for 9.1 kilometres
up and down through fragrant forests, along
the river Inn and through the beautiful villages
of Zuoz and Madulain. engadin.ch/trail-running

Events
St. Moritz Running Festival &
Engadiner Sommerlauf
Keen runners should ensure they keep the
weekend of the St. Moritz Running Festival
free in August. This is also the occasion for the
much-loved Engadiner Sommerlauf.
stmoritzrunningfestival.ch

More info?
engadin.ch/trail-running

Photo: Adam Brzoza
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Cultural attractions

1

Museum Alpin

Pontresina – The Museum Alpin occupies an old
Engadin house built in 1716. In the low rooms,
visitors enjoy a fascinating glimpse of life in former times. pontresina.ch/museumalpin
2

Stalla Madulain

Madulain – In the carefully renovated Stalla
Madulain, tradition and contemporary art blend
harmoniously. The rooms of the barn, built in
1488, radiate a minimalist energy that has helped
the gallery cement its place among the many
art institutions of the Engadin. Stalla Madulain
offers a platform to artists who explore the
Engadin in their work or who find inspiration for
their creations here. stallamadulain.ch

accommodation along with space for work,
research and exhibitions of contemporary art.
nietzschehaus.ch

Chesa Planta
Samedan – This proud patrician house, built in
1595 by the von Salis family, passed into
possession of the local aristocratic von Planta
family in 1817. Today the Chesa Planta is a
multi-faceted cultural centre; it houses a
museum of local life, the leading library of works
in Romansh with many old and new treasures,
and the Upper Engadin Cultural Archive.
chesaplanta.ch

3

Nietzsche House
Sils Maria – The philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche
is believed to have spent at least 600 days in Sils
between 1881 and 1888. The iconoclastic thinker
lived and worked in a house built about 200 years
ago; now accessible to the public, it contains
a comprehensive exhibition that explores
Nietzsche’s life and work. The venue also provides

Engadin villages, too, visitors can admire houses
decorated in similar style on guided walks.

Houses in Bever

Bever – In 1972, the canton of Graubünden placed
a conservation order on the heart of the village
of Bever. Impressive residences such as the
Chesa Crusch Alva and the Chesa Salis tell of
the prosperous families that once lived here. The
facades carry ornate “sgraffito” decoration: an
ancient technique that involves scratching
designs into the wet plaster. In all of the other

Berry Museum
St. Moritz – The Berry Museum is devoted to the
work of the local doctor and painter Peter
Robert Berry. A large number of his oil paintings,
pastels and drawings portray the mountain
world of the Engadin. As well as exploring
Berry’s life and work, the venue traces the
fascinating development of the resort of
St. Moritz in the late-19th and early-20th
Centuries. berrymuseum.com
4

Chalandamarz

Children of the Engadin know that winter is
persistent and that driving it away takes a lot
of energy. On March 1, village youngsters dressed
in blue and red walk through the alleys making
noise, singing and ringing in the spring.

More info?
engadin.ch/arts-culture
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Restaurants

Restaurant Stars at the
Hotel Nira Alpina
1

Silvaplana – The 13 GaultMillau points awarded
to the Stars Restaurant at the Nira Alpina
hotel reveal the quality of the dining experience
here. The glorious views through the windows
of the lake-strewn valley and the surrounding
mountain scenery may not have a rating of
their own but they match perfectly, and are best
enjoyed to the full between courses. The rest
of the time, the delicacies served draw full
attention. Head chef Dariusz Durdyn often
conjures his dishes using seasonal and local
ingredients, but does not shy from looking
further afield for inspiration, promising guests
an exciting gastronomic journey across the
world. niraalpina.com
2

Albergo Ristorante Alp Grüm

Alp Grüm – The spectacular location alone
makes the Ristorante Alp Grüm a truly special
place. In winter, the only way here is by train
on the Rhaetian Railway; in summer, guests

come on foot or by bike to this panoramic
vantage point at 2,091 metres above sea level,
a little below the summit of the Bernina Pass. A
trip to the restaurant, then, is an adventure
in itself, even before you take a seat at a table.
The large windows of the dining room frame
a dramatic alpine landscape, with bewitching
views of the sheer cliffs of the Bernina massif
and the sparkling Palü Glacier. Guests who
manage to tear their eyes from the scenery to
inspect the menu find a large selection of
hearty dishes including Pizzoccheri, Cordon
bleu and Saltimbocca. alpgrum.com

Stüvetta Restaurant at the
Hotel Randolins
St. Moritz – Traditional and yet different:
a fitting description for the cuisine at the
Stüvetta Restaurant in the Hotel Randolins.
The menu features delicious Swiss classics
including various Röstis, local Capuns
(dumplings wrapped in chard leaves) and
cheese fondue. The kitchen team also
frequently looks across the border for

inspiration, and prepares exquisite specialities
from the Valtellina such as Pizzoccheri as
well as homemade pasta. The restaurant offers
a wide selection of fine wines to match, from
top-class foreign wines to a mouth-watering
variety of Swiss wines. randolins.ch
3

Fuorcla Surlej mountain hut

Silvaplana – Breathtaking views of iconic
mountains such as the Piz Bernina and Piz Roseg
greet visitors to the traditional Fuorcla Surlej
mountain restaurant, where they enjoy a choice
of hot drinks as well as tasty homemade alpine
food, either on the sun terrace or in the cosy
dining room. The stone refuge is accessible on
skis in winter, with a piste on the doorstep; in
summer, this offers an ideal spot for a relaxing
and fortifying break during a hike.

More info?
engadin.ch/culinary
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Accommodation

Berghaus Diavolezza

Hotel Castell

Pontresina – A magical stillness descends on the
Diavolezza once the last cable car has glided
down to the valley, leaving behind only the lucky
few who have decided to spend the night at an
altitude of nearly 3,000 metres. Guests choose to
sleep in rooms accommodating two, four, six or
16 guests. Before turning in, however, they enjoy
a breathtaking and unforgettable sight: up here,
light pollution is an alien concept, and the starfilled skies are truly spectacular.

Zuoz – The 4-star-superior Hotel Castell of the
art-collecting Bechtler family is a magnet for
culture lovers. After meditating on the elegance
of Tadashi Kawamata’s wooden walkway, visitors
can enjoy a drink in the Red Bar, designed by
Pipilotti Rist, and then dine under an installation
by Gerda Steiner and Jörg Lenzlinger. A visit to
the colourful hammam, meanwhile, promises the
ultimate in relaxation. hotelcastell.ch

diavolezza.ch/berghaus
1

Muottas Muragl

Samedan – The view from Muottas Muragl of the
lake-strewn Engadin valley and the surrounding
mountains is hard to beat. The experience is
even more enchanting when the panorama
comes with a delicious meal and – once the last
funicular has departed – you have the mountain
(almost) all to yourself. The Romantik Hotel
Muottas Muragl, a member of the Romantik
Hotel group, is ideal for anyone seeking a truly
special night’s stay.
engadin.ch/muottas-muragl

2

Suvretta House hotel

St. Moritz – At Suvretta House, tradition counts
for a great deal: after all, the hotel has a history
that extends back more than 100 years. This
is the perfect venue for anyone who wishes to
experience the charm of bygone days without
forgoing any of the comforts of a 5-star-superior
hotel. suvrettahouse.ch

wonderful location. Right on the doorstep, guests
find countless opportunities for outdoor activity
and adventure. Hiking, mountaineering and
biking in summer, cross-country skiing and
alpine skiing in winter: this hotel outside
Pontresina makes an ideal base for all kinds of
experiences in nature. morteratsch.ch
3

Hotel Maloja Kulm

Maloja – For many years the Hotel Maloja Kulm
stood empty, but in summer 2019 the historical
venue at the top of the Maloja Pass finally opened
to welcome guests once again. Highlights include
comfortable rooms – either modern or in vintage
style – as well as superb cuisine and a small but
charming spa area. malojakulm.ch

Hotel Morteratsch

Pontresina – The mighty Morteratsch Glacier
provides a fitting companion to the nearby
Morteratsch “glacier hotel”, which charms guests
with its cosy rooms, superb cuisine and

More info?
engadin.ch/accommodations
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Spas and pool complexes

Ovaverva pool complex in St. Moritz

Mineral Baths in Samedan

St. Moritz – The Ovaverva indoor pool, spa and

Samedan – Guests seeking pure relaxation find a
bathing ritual of mystical beauty in the historical
village heart of Samedan. The Mineral Baths are
a work of art sculpted from colour, light and
water, extending over five storeys. One of the
many highlights is the rooftop pool, from which
visitors enjoy an uplifting view of the surrounding mountains. mineralbad-samedan.ch

The spas in the following Engadin hotels
welcome non-residents as well as hotel
guests to enjoy the facilities to the full:

MTZ Heilbad St. Moritz

→ Grand Hotel Kronenhof, Pontresina

sports centre is a self-contained world of
wellbeing. The top floor offers Kneipp (hydrotherapy) pools, steam baths, a bio-sauna and
a Finnish sauna, a whirlpool bath and wonderful
views. Younger visitors adore the big indoor
pool with water slides, diving boards and children’s pool. ovaverva.ch

Bellavita pool complex in Pontresina
Pontresina – The Black Hole water slide at the
Pontresina indoor pool is an exhilarating
75 metres long: just one descent is enough to
have swimmers of all ages hooked! Adults,
especially, enjoy working out in the 25-metre
sports pool or relaxing in the pleasantly warm
outdoor pool and in the attractive sauna section.
pontresina-bellavita.ch

St. Moritz – From treating minor or more serious
injuries to preventing injury or simply offering
guests a spot of pampering: the MTZ Heilbad
in St. Moritz is the perfect spot for boosting
health in every way. Here, the latest medical
expertise meets traditional spa culture for
all-round wellbeing. The wide range of services
and facilities on offer includes medical wellness,
physiotherapy, mineral baths, moor mud
body packs and massages. heilbad-stmoritz.ch

Day spas in the Engadin

→ Saratz Day Spa, Pontresina
→ Palace Wellness, St. Moritz
→ Kempinski The SPA, St. Moritz
→ Kulm Spa, St. Moritz
1

→ Hamam in the Hotel Castell, Zuoz

→ Arenas Resort Schweizerhof, Sils
→ Waldhaus Spa, Sils
engadin.ch/en/wellness

More info?
engadin.ch/en/wellness
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How to reach the Engadin
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Motorists can look forward to a dramatic drive to the
Engadin. The various pass roads promise plenty of twists and
turns along with superb views. Alternatively motorists can
skip the pass roads by using the car transporter rail service
through the Vereina tunnel.

  i
Further information
See details of current traffic conditions in the Engadin and
info on car shuttle waiting times at engadin.ch/get-here
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See travel times, stops and journey durations for the Bernina
Express at engadin.ch/get-here
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The red Bernina Express follows a spectacular route through
the mountains on its way to the Engadin, twisting along
narrow valleys, slipping through countless tunnels and
gliding across bridges and viaducts. The ride is a two-hour
adventure to rival any journey in the world.

← This illustration is inspired
by an old travel guide from 1931.
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